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Ukrainian-language
The following article appeared in the/Canadian Farmer of 7 October 1263. Winnipeg 

Translation

PROLOG - FOR WHAT?

There is an organization in New York, at 875 West End Avenue, which bears the
name of"Prolog" - Research and Publishing Association, Inc. In this organization there
are individuals of one political group known among Ukrainians as devotees of modern co-
existence. They try to transmit this coexistence into Ukrainian emigre territory.
They promote "coexistence of Ukrainians with anyone", and they endeavor to draw everyone
to a "round table" with the Zhydy (Ukrainian word for Jews), or as they call them
Evreyi (Russian for Jews), or with the Poles.

This organization is financed by one American foundation which contributes a lot
of money, supposedly for research on Soviet reality in order to, as they say, understnd
the enemy to make possible a more effective struggle against him" (Hiding behind this
same eye wash, these circles bring in Communists to universities to teach students
communism.) And so, these gentlemen sit in comfortable offices and "engage in research"
at the expense of Ford money. This is not very difficult for them because their work
boils down to reading some thirty communist, Ukrainian-language newspapers and journals
published in the USSR. They read this Moscow communist propaganda, deliberate what
they read and thus grow more intelligent and more realistic and, from a so-called
Soviet specialist's viewpoint, make an account before their masters from what they have
read.

This reaches another phase of the loyalty of "Prolog" - Research and Publshing
Association, and that is the publishing (phase). They publish the journal "Prolog"
sporadically; periodically, once a month, the "Digest of the Soviet Ukrainian Press";
and reportedly, this Association also publishes a "confidential" bulletin which generally
is not made public but is sent only to trusted adherents - realists.

The first two publications hof the Association, and particularly the "Digest" is
sent gladly to anyone whether Vis wants it or not. There is a fixed fee for the
Digest of $1.50 per copy, or $15.00 a year, but this is merely a formality because
there is no insistence on payment from anyone and "subscribers" aren't bthered with
financial matters, probably to allow them better opportunity to deceive the readers
with the contents of their "Digest".

What other kind of marvel is this Digest of the Ukrainian Soviet Press? This is
a tidily published phototype printing, approximately 30-page bulletin of English
translations, and sometimes shortened articles which appear over a given period of
time (usually one month) in the Soviet Ukrainian-language press. The translated articles
are chosen in such a fashion so that in entirety they give an overall picture of life
In the enslaved Ukraine, but a picture painted and presented by the enemy Moscow-communist
propaganda. There are articles about activities of the "Ukrainian" government, about
the solicitude of the Party toward the Ukrainian peop14 about the great progress made
in Ukrainian industry, econmmy, education, literature and the arts, etc., etc. They
publish translations from the Soviet press criticising the "plunderers of state
property" and other "enemies of the people". Note is made of the puhishment of those
guilty of this anti-government activity; particularly, attention is drawn to such Soviet
articles in which Ukrainans supposedly make demands on "the higher echelon" with respect



to Ukrainian language and culture, emphasizing in this way the "great rights"

of the Ukrainians, or the improvement of their position under the reign of

Khrushchev. In addition, the editors of the Digest never present any commentaty

or any words of caution, never correct or call, attention to the tendentiousness

of the communistiropaganda, because this would go againatthe aim of their masters.

In short, the Digest is suitably chosen and well-organized communist propaganda

published, without the least word of caution, in the English language. This in

itself is a service and an aid to communist propaganda in the West box toward

which Moscow naturally would not mind contributing a few dollars to Prolog Associates.

(There is more of the sane to the article)

Dr. Dmytro Dontsov
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Translation

EXPO - FOR WHAT?

There is an organization in New York, at 875 West End Avenue, which bears the
name of"Prolog" Research and Publishing Association, Inc. In this organization there
are individuals of one political group known among Ukrainians as devotees of modern co.
existence. They try to transmit this coexistendelnto Ukrainian emigre territory.
They promote "coexistence of Ukrainians with anyone°, and they endeavor to draw everyone
to a "round table" with the Zbydy (Ukrainian word for Jews), or as they cell them
EVreyi (Russian for Jews), or with the Poles.

This organization is financed by one American foundation which contributes a lot
of money, supposedly for researoh on Soviet reality in order to, as they say, underetend
the enemy to make possible a more effective struggle against him." (Hiding behind this
same eye wash; these circles bring in Communists to universities to teach students
communism.) And so, these gentlemen sit in comfortable offices and "engage in research"
at the expense of Ford money. This is not very difficult for them because their work
boils down to reading some thirty communist, Ukrainian-language newspapers and journals
published in the USSR. They read this Moscow communist propaganda, deliberate what
they read and thus grow more intelligent and more reelistic and, from a so-called
Soviet specialist's viewpoint, make an account before their masters from what they have
read.

This reaches another phase of the loyalty of "Prolog" . Research and Publishing
Association, and that is the publ i shing (phase). They publish the journal "Prolog"
sporadically; periodically, once a month, the "Digest of the Soviet Ukrainian Press";
and reportedly, this Association also publishes a "confidential" bulletin which generally
is not made public but is sent only to trusted adherents - realists.

The first two publications of the Association, and particularly the "Digest" is
sent gladly to anyone whether one wants it or not. There is a axed fee for the
Digest of $1.50 per oopy; or $15.00 a year, but this is merely a formality because
there is no insistence on payment from anyone and "subscribers" aren't tethered with
financial matters, probably to allow them better opportunity to deceive the readers
with the contents of their "Digest".

What other kind of marvel is this Digest of the Ukrainian Soviet Press? This is
a tidily published phototype printing, approximately 30-page bulletin of English
translations, and sometimes shortened articles which appear over a given period of
time (usually one month) in the Soviet Ukrainian-language press. The translated articles
are chosen in such a fashion so that in entirety they give an overall picture of life
in the enslaved Ukraine, but a picture painted and presented by the enemy Mescow4.communiat
propaganda. There are articles about activities of the "Ukrainian" government, about
the solicitude of the Party townrd the Ukrainian people about the great progress made
in Ukrainian industry, econmegf, education, literature and the arts, etc., etc. They
publish translations from the Soviet press criticising the "plunderers of state
property" and other "enemies of the people". Note 10 made of the pubishment of those
guilty of this anti-government activity, particularl* attention is drawn to such Soviet
articles in which Ukrainans supposedly make demands' "the higher echelon" with respect



to Ukrainian language and culture, emphasising in this way the "great rights"

of the Ukrainians, or the improvement of their position under the reign of

Khrushchev. In addition, the editors of the Digest never present any commentary

or any words of caution, never correct or call attention to the tendentiousness

of the communistiropaganda, because this would go agains the aim of their masters.

In short, the Digest is suitably chosen and well—organised communist propaganda

pAlishecil without the least word of caution, in the English language. This in

itself is a service and an aid to communist propaganda in the West fix toward

which Moscow naturally would not mind contributing a few dollars to Prolog AssociateE

(There is more of the some to the article)

Dr. Dmytro Dontsov


